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range of benefits, such as lower costs, more flexible access,
and a smaller physical footprint. People are also acquiring
growing collections of things that never had a material
form, such as digital communication archives (e.g., email
and SMS), video game avatars, and metadata from social
networking sites (e.g., photos tags, Facebook likes,
comments, etc.). Given this shift, researchers have begun to
examine how the forms and affordances of virtual materials
shape how people perceive their value and meaning.

ABSTRACT

People accumulate huge assortments of virtual possessions,
but it is not yet clear how systems and system designers can
help people make meaning from these large archives. Early
research in HCI has suggested that people generally appear
to value their virtual things less than their material things,
but theory on material possessions does not entirely explain
this difference. To investigate if changes to the form and
behavior of virtual things may surface valued elements of a
virtual archive, we designed a technology probe that
selected snippets from old emails and mailed them as
physical postcards to participating households. The probe
uncovered features of emails that trigger meaningful
reflection, and how contextual information can help people
engage in reminiscence. Our study revealed insights about
how materializing virtual possessions influences factors
shaping how people draw on, understand, and value those
possessions. We conclude with implication and strategies
for aimed at supporting people in having more meaningful
interactions and experiences with their virtual possessions.

Virtual possessions open up a wide range of opportunities
to support meaningful experiences—from reflecting on
previous life experiences to connecting with loved ones
across space and time. Despite these benefits, a nascent and
growing body of research has shown that people often view
their digital collections as less valuable than collections of
material things [e.g., 38, 45, 55]. Current theory on how
people perceive and construct value with their material
things fails to describe why the same value often does not
accrue to the same extent for virtual things. Additionally,
research from archival studies and HCI suggests a number
of challenges that arise from trying to make sense of large
collections of virtual things [17, 28, 54]. There are still a
number of open questions regarding how people construct
value with virtual possessions [3], leaving designers with
little guidance to create new opportunities for people to
create value and meaning with their virtual things.
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Recent research speculates that changes to the form or
behavior of virtual things might increase people’s
perceptions of value or attachment to them [37]. Yet, it is
unclear (i) how designers can support meaningful
engagement with archived artifacts, (ii) how interaction
with those artifacts influences perceptions of the archive as
a whole, and (iii) how designers can support meaningful
engagement with those artifacts. To investigate this further,
we designed and deployed a technology probe [18] that
altered the form and presentation of potentially valuable
messages within people’s email archives by sending them
as physical postcards. We deployed this system in eight
households, sending one postcard every seven to ten days
over the course of three months, and interviewed the
recipients to understand the properties of messages that did
and did not encourage self-reflection—a behavior

INTRODUCTION

We live in a world in which people are accumulating large,
heterogeneous archives of virtual possessions. The ongoing
transition of traditionally physical artifacts (e.g., books,
photographs, movies, etc.) into digital forms has produced a
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associated with value creation [37, 40]—and to consider the
meaningfulness of the items they received through the mail.

establishing an enduring life narrative [42], and as a way of
highlighting significant values and relationships [42].

Building on existing research on designing for reminiscence
[8, 14], the field study revealed that people were most likely
to experience meaningful reflection on the past when the
postcards represented cues from some substantial life event,
a memorable social relationship, or a transformative
experience. In line with prior work from archival studies
and information science, the study also revealed challenges
associated with making meaning from content that has been
removed from its original context, a problem that results
from the mutable nature of virtual content. The paper makes
two main contributions. First, it provides an example of the
design, implementation, and field deployment of a
technology probe that alters the form and behavior of a
virtual archive. Second, it offers new insights about how
designers can build systems that help people to perceive the
value of their virtual possessions archives as well as design
strategies that ought to be avoided.

Research on Virtual Possessions and Archives

Research in archival studies and information science
provides a foundational understanding of how people
engage with large archives of virtual things. Though much
of this work is focused on the practices of archivists and of
people interacting with data that they did not generate, there
is a limited corpus of research that has investigated how
people engage with personal archives, including archives of
their own information and media. With regards to our work,
this research highlights that metadata and other contextual
information may provide valuable insights about the
significance of the information they describe or accompany
[17, 22, 29]. Work in these areas also describes tensions
regarding people’s perceptions of the value of their virtual
archives. For example, although people take steps that
maintain and add to their archives [53], they are often
unsure of the future value of these archives or the
information they hold [20, 28].

RELATED WORK

Related work spans three areas: theories of material
possessions; research on virtual possessions archives; and
research on designing for digitally mediated experiences of
self-reflection and reminiscence.

HCI researchers have begun to investigate collections of
virtual possessions. Early work examined specific types of
possessions, such as music [6, 51], photos [6, 23, 42],
videos [24], money [52] and, later, social media [46, 58,
59]. More recently, researchers have begun to investigate
virtual possessions as a class of artifacts [36, 38].

Theories of Material Possession Attachment

Psychologists have long considered possessions to be an
integral part of people’s self-concept [19]. Goffman spoke
of possessions as props in self-presentation [12] and
Csikszenthmihalyi and Rochberg-Halton [10] noted how
people invest psychic energy in the things they use, both
with meaning-making activities and with self-reflection on
who they were or wish to be. Belk’s work in consumer
behavior research [2, 3] describes how people extend their
sense of self through their use of objects. People come to
understand the value of a thing as they use it socially, and
also as they reflect on and re-evaluate it in relation to their
self. Research building on Belk’s idea of self-extension has
emphasized the importance of social roles and life story [1].
People grow attached to the things that connect them to the
important social roles they enact, as well as to the things
that play a role in the events and activities that make up
their life story—the many stories that tell of who they were,
who they are, and who they desire to be [1, 26].

One recurring finding has been that virtual possessions are
often considered less valuable than material possessions.
When investigating this issue, prior work has speculated
about the nuances of virtual possessions that limit their
ability to become valued objects and has suggested how we
might draw from aspects of both physical and digital
objects to support this type of value creation [13, 42]. Work
by Brown and Sellen theorizes that the inability to display
digital music collections might erode their value [6], a
finding that could extend to other types of virtual
possessions. Similarly, other work in this area suggests that
e-cards may seem less valuable than traditional greeting
cards because people perceive e-cards as a low effort
alternative to physical cards [37]. This finding points to the
ways in which the context of a virtual object impacts the
way it is perceived.
Delving deeper into the ways people use their virtual
possessions, other research has observed people engaging in
behaviors similar to value construction with material things
[3]. This applies to virtual possessions that do and do not
have a material form. Studies on teens demonstrated that
valued virtual possessions are those that support selfpresentation and self-reflection [37]. Other work
investigating practices of young adults showed that they
valued assortments of virtual possessions that represented
their life stories, and that they desired to organize and
access their collections in terms of relationships, events,
activities, and life stages [36]. This is in line with larger
narratives around how people collect and curate physical

Dispossession also plays a critical role, though it has been
researched somewhat less [32, 44]. As people acquire new
things, they often get rid of other things to make space [26,
42, 44]. The practice of dispossessing things is ongoing, but
it is most easily viewed at life transitions. For example,
when a person has a child, they may accumulate many new
objects, such as a crib and a stroller. These all intrude into
their domestic space, forcing them to reassess the value of
their other possessions, to curate their collections, and to
dispossess the things that are no longer reflective of who
they are. Dispossession has value as a way of constructing
and communicating one’s identity [25], as a way of
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objects as a way of constructing their identity and
cultivating personal values [26].

people have the desire to reflect on and share information
from their virtual archives. However, none of the research
work examining reflective practices online engages with
questions about how this reflection and examination
impacts people’s perception of value for the whole of their
virtual communications or archives.

Nonetheless, there are clear differences between the
qualities of a virtual possession and material things—
differences that change how these objects are perceived and
used. In a synthesis of fieldwork people’s uses and
perceptions of virtual possessions, Odom et al. noted three
paradoxical properties of virtual possessions that increase
their functional value while eroding their ability to accrue
deeper meaning: spacelessness, placelessness, and
formlessness [38]. Because of differences like these, it is
unclear how digital things can be integrated into existing
practices and rituals in a way that is meaningful [41]. This
process is complicated, in part, by the means through which
people store and manage their virtual possessions [27]. The
scale of the archives that people generate also can make it
more difficult to manage those records [57].

Our goal is to bring these threads together to examine how
people’s perceptions of value with physical and virtual
possessions differ. Theories of material possession
attachment do not fully explain the difference, but provide a
starting point. We aim to build on this foundation, while
incorporating insights from prior research on virtual
possessions. In advancing these ideas, we explore how
materializing key elements in an email archive might shape
their capacity to function as resources for reminiscence and
reflection. We also seek to better understand how people
construct value with their virtual things in the service of
opening new opportunities for designing more meaningful
interactions with virtual archives in the future.

Our work advances research on virtual possessions by
examining how changes to form and behavior impact
perceptions of virtual possessions. Specifically, we
investigate how materializing elements within virtual
archive might diminish its placeless, spaceless, and
formless qualities, and provide a way for people to draw on
these artifacts as resources in everyday life.

TECHNOLOGY PROBE DESIGN

The overarching goal of our work is to investigate how
changes to the form and behavior of virtual possessions
shape people’s perception of their value in the context of
self-reflection, identity formation, and construction of one’s
physical environment. The concept for the probe we design
was influenced by prior research that simulated a similar
idea using the user enactments design research method [37].
This prior work suggested there might be value in providing
people with materialized versions of their virtual
possessions, but did not use participants’ actual archives.

Reflection and Reminiscence

Our work investigates self-reflection and reminiscence
through use of email archives. These archives present the
opportunity for operating as a rich resource for reflection
due to their size, message length, and temporal depth;
several researchers have created systems that visualize
email archives in support of reminiscence. Across systems,
these visualizations often represent online social behavior
and overviews of relationships [34, 47, 49, 50]. Different
systems offer more or less depth in terms of archive
navigation [14, 40, 50], but for the most part users found
each of these systems useful for reflecting on their own
patterns of behavior and reminders of past life events, and
show that users find value in using these tools to engage in
self-reflection.

We extended this work by adopting a technology probes
approach [18] that involved creating a concrete, functional
system, and subsequently deploying and studying people’s
everyday experiences and interactions with it over time.
This method is particularly beneficial in situations where
there is little knowledge to guide designers in what they
should make or how people might interact with a new thing.
Importantly, technology probes do not aim to ‘solve’ a
particular problem. Rather, they aim to explore the benefits
(e.g., what participants enjoy), the unexpected uses, and the
unintended consequences and tensions produced from
people’s real, lived-with experiences. In this way, it is a
generative approach for researchers to develop an underinvestigated area in order to identify both opportunities and
areas of concern.

In addition to an analysis of individual systems, our work
draws from research that directly articulates how we might
design systems that enable people to reflect and reminisce
using virtual materials [8, 35, 56]. In particular, this work
suggests that experiences of reflection can be supported
through three related strategies: (i) materializing one’s
virtual possessions, (i) providing lightweight methods for
people to select and organize meaningful records, and (iii)
integrating one’s records into everyday life. To better
understand the process of reflection on one’s virtual
information, we also examined a number of existing
systems and practices—such as TimeHop [48], Facebook’s
Year in Review, and the use of hashtags on Twitter,
Instagram, and Facebook for ‘throwback Thursday’ posts,
in which people resurface content from their past. The
popularity of these systems and practices suggests that

We chose to focus on archives of email messages because
they hold long histories of social exchanges and have been
shown to be valuable resources for self-reflection [40]. We
initially considered SMS or social media archives, but we
chose to use email instead for three reasons. First, email has
no length limit, which offers the potential to support more
in-depth communication than text messages, Tweets, or
status updates. Second, it presents one of the oldest and
most persistent virtual archives people have. Email has
existed since the early 1970's [4], long before any social
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networking service. Notably, Gmail, the world's largest
email service [33] has encouraged archiving instead of
deletion since its launch in 2004 [27]; many of its hundreds
of millions of account holders have uncurated archives
spanning several years. Research on email archives also
demonstrates the high frequency with which people choose
to hold on emails they’ve received [54]. Third, email is a
private, directed communication medium as opposed to a
broadcast medium like social media [7], making it
potentially more apt to contain intimate or personal
information that could be a trigger for self-reflection.

the physical world as postcards, we were interested in
whether participants would feel more inclined to reexamine the potential significance of each message against
the backdrop of their everyday lives and to consider the
value of their archives as a whole.
Message Selection

In designing the probe, we were interested in giving
participants the chance to engage with their virtual archives
through a discrete interaction. We tried to select emails that
could reasonably be expected to trigger self-reflection as an
indication of meaning making and value attachment, should
such messages actually exist. Email contains rich structure:
long messages within conversations or threads. However,
due to space limitations, we could not tell an entire story on
a single card. Instead, we printed a portion of an email (a
"snippet") on each postcard with the intention of sparking a
memory and triggering reflection under the assumption that
people would remember the context from which the snippet
was drawn.

We chose to materialize email communication as postcards.
As a cultural artifact, postcards are a familiar, slower
communication medium, often used for personal messages
such as holiday wishes and vacation updates [21]. Unlike
letters, postcards are often displayed informally in the home
and signify some information about the relationship
between the sender and recipient. In addition, postcards are
often used to share information about a particular memory
or experience. As such, the form and function of a postcard
aligned with the kind of engagement we hoped to foster
with participants. By materializing electronic messages in

To select snippets, we wrote software to extract potentially
meaningful segments from a person’s archive based on
several heuristics. We induced these heuristics from our

Figure 1: Examples of postcards we sent. A postcard that triggered self-reflection (left)
and a postcard that was mundane and lacked context (right)
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own email archives and from prior work that suggested
cues for identifying meaningful messages and threads.
Based on our analysis, we created the following rules to
help select messages:

change the meaning people attributed to the original text.
We used Google Image Search to randomize image
generation for each snippet. To do so, we used the entire
snippet as our input, with parameters set to large, wideformat images, with moderate safe search. If we found no
results from this, we removed the last three words and
searched again, taking the first image that we found. We
rejected images that were only text or that were potentially
upsetting (e.g., a picture taken just before the April 2013
Boston Marathon bombing). Our goal was to generate
photo selections that would support, but not overtly
influence, the process of reflecting on the message.

• High-frequency words that appear mainly in messages
from a single person. For example, if a participant often
discusses theology with one friend, but rarely with others,
then conversations about theology with that one friend
might be meaningful. We employed the TF-IDF statistic
[15, 50] to determine which words were statistically
improbable for each sender.

FIELD STUDY PROCEDURE AND PARTICIPANTS

• Keywords and key emoticons, such as lol, love, I feel,
xoxo, haha, :), :-). Research on the MUSE system
suggests that these emotional cues may help identify
significant or meaningful content [15].

Participants

Participants were recruited through Facebook, and then
through word of mouth. In total, there were 8 participants (4
male, 4 female) in this study. They ranged in age between
25 and 32 years old (mean 28) and all lived in the same
medium-sized city in the United States. All participants had
been using their email account for at least 3 years. Despite
the limited age range, the participants had a wide range of
technological proficiency. The number of messages each
participant had in their archive ranged from a low of
approximately 800 to a high of approximately 80,000. The
amount of personal correspondence each participant
regularly receives varied, but each participant had some
experience sending and receiving letters and postcards.

• All-caps words with four or more letters, which may
signal excitement within an email message. (We excluded
shorter words to avoid acronyms.)
To determine which emails to mine, our software generated
a list of each participant’s most frequent correspondents.
We then asked them to specify people from whom they did
not want to receive messages (this process is described in
more detail in the study design section). The software then
applied the heuristics we developed to select specific
sentences from the emails both to and from these topmost
correspondents. After identifying a plausible sentence, the
software then expanded each snippet by adding surrounding
sentences from the same message until the snippet was
between 400 and 500 characters—a comfortable number for
a postcard. Messages less than 400 characters long were
included in full. Each snippet was printed on the left of the
postcard. The “To” and “From” email addresses and the
date the email was originally sent were above the snippet.
The participant’s home address was printed on the right, as
in a standard postcard (see Figure 1).

Study Design

We conducted the study over a three-month period. We sent
a postcard to each participant at a random interval between
7 to 10 days so that they received each new postcard on a
different day of the week across the duration of the study.
This was meant to reflect the pleasantly unpredictable
nature of receiving traditional postcards. We also conducted
three in-home interviews with each participant that lasted
from 30 minutes to 2 hours apiece. Interviews were semistructured and each of the three served a different purpose.

It is important to note that our approach to identify
potentially interesting or meaningful messages, though
based on prior work, is one of many possible approaches to
this problem. Similarly, the decision to shorten long
messages was made due to space considerations, but other
approaches (such as summarizing content or only using
messages that can be represented in full) may have elicited
other reactions from participants. However, the snippets
generated by the probe did yield reflections from the
participants that inform our understanding of how we might
increase the value associated with virtual possessions.

The first interview was used to learn more about
participants, explain the study, and collect the information
to use for the probes. We asked participants about their
living situation, occupation, their communication patterns,
how they interact with their archived emails, and their
relationships with sentimental objects (e.g., postcards or
other mementos), as well as where such items are kept. We
also described our data protection policy and downloaded
their entire email archive. Participants knew before the
interview that we would be requesting access to the archive.
After downloading the emails, our software output the
email addresses with which the participant had exchanged
the most messages. For each correspondent we collected
information characterizing the relationship, and then asked
the participant for permission to send postcards containing
information from this person. We wanted to give
participants control to avoid receiving messages from

Image Selection

Materializing virtual artifacts introduces unintentional side
effects in which some users could potentially find meaning.
This was evident for us in selecting images for the front of
the postcards. We were not specifically investigating the
value people attach to images, and we wanted to avoid,
when possible, using pictures that could significantly
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relationships they would rather not revisit (one participant
removed a correspondent for this reason). Participants
sometimes chose to exclude certain email addresses as
inappropriate, such as mailing lists or business associates.
Most participants also had a set of emails in which they had
emailed themselves information, and these were also
excluded. For each participant, we settled on a selected set
of 8 to 12 email addresses that corresponded to friends,
family, and other personally relevant contacts.

how these challenges might be addressed through the
design of the systems that capture and archive this
information. The third theme explores how the technology
probe and its materialized form of virtual messages caused
behavioral tensions for the participants. Finally, the fourth
describes participants’ higher-level reflections about their
virtual collections.
Value Construction Through Reflection

Not all of the 8-11 postcards sent to each participant were
successful in triggering some form of reflection. Though an
email account is only one of the many ways that people
generate and accumulate content, it is still a large archive of
content, much of which may not be all that meaningful. In
this section, we describe the types of reflection that our
postcards generated (or failed to generate) and we use that
information to frame a discussion about how designers and
developers might help people engage in value creation with
heterogeneous virtual collections.

After selecting correspondents, we generated the postcards,
as described in the previous section. We then manually
checked each postcard to ensure that it did not contain
sensitive information, exceedingly emotionally fraught
conversations, or simply automatic or business
communication. If it did, we replaced it with a different
snippet and image. We rejected 24% of the snippets at this
stage, the vast majority of which fell into the later category
of business and promotional communications, such as
advertisements. It is possible that some rejected snippets
could have triggered the participant to reflect on some
aspect of their life. However, regarding sensitive and
emotionally fraught messages, we made the decision to
exclude those to protect the rights of participants and
reduce the emotional risks of being involved in the study.
This decision reflects findings from recent work that
highlights the potential impact of systems exposing people
to difficult or negative content over time [11, 16, 39].

Our interviews revealed that people were primarily
interested in engaging in two distinct but related types of
reflection. The first type of reflection relates to events and
time periods in one’s life. This type of reflection often
involved revisiting significant periods of one’s life and
thinking about how one’s life had changed since that time.
The second type of reflection was centered around
relationships. As one would expect, different participants
displayed different levels of enthusiasm for reflection in
general, but within their level each engaged in narrative
exposition about important people or life events. Though
one type of reflection usually dominated each narrative, it
was often the case that both types would be present in a
single narrative. For example, it was rare for someone to
reflect about a life event without it having been triggered by
a memory of a specific person. In the following sections,
we describe participant’s experiences reflecting on the
information shared on the postcard and describe how the
findings could be used to inform the design of systems that
help people engage with their virtual collections.

The remaining two interviews were conducted after the
participants had used the system for one month, and again
then two months later (totaling three months of system use).
During each interview we discussed participants’
experiences receiving the postcards, what they did with
them, and any further reflections on their communication or
archives. We recorded the audio from each interview and
took pictures to document how people display their
meaningful objects and where the postcards were stored
after they were received.
Data Analysis

To analyze results, we reviewed field notes taken during
and immediately following an interview and employed
affinity diagramming to reveal and structure salient themes.
This was an ongoing and iterative process involving
clustering and coding themes emerging in the data over
time [31]. Throughout this process, we reviewed the
recordings to resolve ambiguity in our notes, to locate
particular quotes or ideas, and to better understand the data
we’d collected.

Reflection on Events and Place

When describing a memorable postcard, participants would
often begin with “This was when…”, framing their story
around a specific event or time period in their life. This
notion of ‘events’ was frequently tied to place; it is clear
that events that reference changes of place, such as
traveling, leaving a workplace, or moving to a new city, are
often transformative experiences that offer a rich resource
for reflection. As systems capture more information that
connects to these transformational experiences in people’s
lives, we can begin to think about how those systems can
use the data they’ve captured to provide more meaningful
opportunities for reflection.

FINDINGS

Our data analysis revealed a number of significant findings
and themes. The first theme describes insights about value
construction for virtual possessions—insights that come
from the intrinsic features of messages and whether they
did or did not trigger meaningful reflections. The second
articulates challenges associated with deriving meaning
from large virtual collections and allows us to reflect on

For P3, who described herself as someone who loved to
reminisce, the two most memorable postcards triggered her
to reflect on events and periods of time from her past. The
first was from an old interaction with a former employer.
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The message itself was mostly mundane (“It would most
likely be part time or internship type work, but I'll see what
I can do!”), but P3 joyfully described how the message
brought back fond memories of a time of her life and a job
she had enjoyed. The second snippet was from a message
that she had sent while on a trip. She was fond of this
postcard because it reminded her of something she would
write in a journal—that is, it brought her back to that time
and allowed her to reflect on that experience.

mail, so they must be here…” The thread continued with
another postcard two weeks later: “Gma- Last I knew, the
keys were on top of the pine box for wood. I looked through
my purse and my pants pockets, and I couldn't find them, so
I don't think I still have them. I'm sorry, I hope you find
them” [P8]. P8 shared that she was able to recognize what
she described as the quintessential nature of her
grandmother from these two decontextualized snippets.
Although people reflected on important life stages and
humorous stories throughout each of the follow-up
interviews, many of the initial triggers that people
mentioned were the relationships connected to messages
captured by the postcards.

Events were also accessible anchors for participants who
described themselves as not being particularly interested in
saving or holding on to things. For example, P4, who
thought of keeping old cards and accomplishments as a
form of “hoarding,” told us that her email was mostly
recipes from her mom, which she kept because of their
utility, and conversations that reminded her of when she
studied abroad in China. Many of P4’s postcards had
messages from this time that she had spent abroad. In each
interview she told us that the postcards were not meaningful
and that she intended to throw them out, but she continued
to tell us these stories of when she was abroad and the
people that were in her life at that time. Her interest in
sharing these stories illustrates that the postcards—and the
contents of her virtual archives—were capable of calling up
important times from her life that helped construct her
evolving life story.

Clearly, revisiting relationships was an important part of
how the participants engaged in reflection and reminiscence
with the probes. Many existing systems focus almost
exclusively on highlighting content that they think will be
relevant to the user. This is no doubt a reasonable goal.
However, these insights illustrate how systems that can
incorporate a broader understanding of what makes
something relevant or valuable to a user may be able to
surface content—like that of an old relationship or about a
person that has passed away—in a way that illustrates the
potential richness captured in their virtual archives.
Context and Interpretation

While a subset of postcards successfully triggered reflection
or amusement, many left participants feeling bemused or
disinterested because they could not place the message in
context. When designing the probe, our expectation had
been that people would recognize messages selected from
their own archive as well as the email addresses of their
most frequent correspondents. However, it turned out that
many people did not recognize the addresses without their
accompanying names and that the short snippets sometimes
did not contain enough information to provide the context
of a larger thread of messages. This is in line with prior
work [17, 22], and prompts questions regarding how
designers can make use of aspects of both physical and
digital artifacts to support reflection and meaning-making
with virtual possessions and archives.

Reflection About a Person

For several of the participants, an event referenced by a
snippet was less important than the person that it reminded
them of. For example, P5 described receiving a postcard
that reminded him of a fondness he had held for a former
high school teacher. The snippet from the card read, “The
Hrongkhol villages were on the end of a road turned
impassible by the recent typhoon, but we did get to one,
Zion (the Hrongkhol are by and large, bible-thumping,
holy-rolling Presbyterians, go figure) where I had a tasty
northeastern lunch with my favority [sic] carp fritters…” P5
explained that this snippet had come from an email sent as a
greeting when the teacher was on a trip to India. P5 did not
go on that trip, and the details of it were not particularly
important to P5, but the card functioned as a reminder of a
teacher that had played an important role in his life. P7 also
enjoyed a card that reminded him of a friend with whom he
is no longer in touch. The postcard snippet repeated a
disclosure from that friend: “Completely clean for 6mos
ish” which reminded P7 of a transformative time for his
friend, and prompted him to reflect on their relationship.

P2 shared that reading the cards felt like looking “through a
keyhole.” It was difficult to make sense of what was being
viewed, and in response, he suggested that a collage of
messages might be a more beneficial design strategy. P3
likewise lamented a lack of context. P7 complained that in
many cases he could not extract the meaning of a snippet
without going back to the source email, but that the
motivation from the curiosity did not outweigh the effort to
find the snippet in the archive. This lack of context stands
in contrast to traditional postcards, which provide
contextual clues. P2, P3, P5, and P6 discussed how the
image, location, event, postmarks, handwriting, and
signature all add context that helps them make sense of or
form an attachment to a traditional postcard, most of which
was missing from or unrelated to the technology probe.

Other participants shared stories about how cards triggered
reflection on important family members, friends, and even
acquaintances that had left an impact on their lives. P8
spoke of a sequence of postcards that serendipitously
happened to come from the same conversational thread. It
started with a snippet from her grandmother: “Have you any
ideas? I last had the key ring when I drove into the
driveway yesterday about noon after getting groceries and
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Several participants mentioned their inability to connect the
randomly selected image on each card to the selected
snippet. P1, P2, P5, and P6 tended to like the postcards
when they could draw a connection between the picture and
the text. However, for most cards, the two seemed
disjointed. For example, P6 expressed a desire for the
photos to come from her archive: “I don't know what the
pictures are, like how those are being generated. It might
be, I know I have a lot of emails that included pictures... It'd
be neat if they were actual pictures that are relevant to the
text.” P5 thought the postcards should include photos from
his photo archive, such as those saved on a local drive or on
cloud services such as Flickr. P7 shared that he felt rather
uncomfortable when one of the randomly selected images
appeared to be someone he knew, but in fact was not. As
we had anticipated, the Google Image Search images did
not directly support the meaning of the accompanying text,
but disconnected images may have influenced perceptions
at times when they seemed to disrupt reflection on the
message itself.

evaluate the message from a new perspective and to
determine its next location in the world. Most participants
felt uncertain about where to place a postcard after it
arrived.
Although the probe took the form of a postcard, its origins
and content lead people to rethink its place in their home.
Participants described the place they regularly put most
postcards, but in some cases did not feel as though the
probe belonged in that place. For example, P6 would
normally place the postcards she (infrequently) received
from friends or family members on the refrigerator in the
kitchen. Our postcards appeared different enough from the
traditional medium that she described leaving them piled up
with the other collecting mail as it migrated through the
house. This pattern of postcards moving between
designated spots for untreated mail repeated for several
participants. P8 reported that she normally puts postcards
on the refrigerator, but only one of our postcards made it to
this landmark. She ended up scattering most of them across
various places within her home, even using one as a
bookmark because it was handy. She compared the
postcards we mailed her to a photo booth image that she
carries in her wallet because it has “…no other place that it
belongs.”

Though providing longer snippets or more relevant images
might have mitigated some of the difficulty of making
sense of decontextualized information, we believe these
issues also reflects a larger set of difficulties resulting from
the scale of people’s virtual collections. Future systems
may benefit from drawing more deeply from an analysis of
the contextual information that is available about the data
people generate. For example, a system might make
decisions about how to present information to people based
on how often it has been revisited and the people to whom
it is connected. Furthermore, this points to the difficulty
associated with finding appropriate physical representations
for virtual content. Despite similarities between the form
and function of the probe and the format and meaning of
participant’s emails, there were clearly ways in which the
probe did not adequately capture what makes either of those
meaningful or valued.

P3 regularly displays postcards by tacking them to a wall in
her bedroom. The images on the cards we sent complicated
this practice, however, because the pictures did not resonate
with her like normal postcard photos do. She described
being more connected to the text, and so she mounted them
with the message facing out. P5 absentmindedly left our
first postcard in the bathroom. He proceeded to place each
subsequent postcard there as well, building a collection in
this unexpected place. He shared that he did this because he
did not know where else to put them.
A few discarded the postcards. At the end of the third
interview, we observed P4 disposing of all of the cards. She
had kept them only to discuss in the interviews. P7, on the
other hand, kept the cards because they were reminders of
having participated “in a cool study.” Others, such as P1
and P2, simply discarded them over the course of the study.
P1 explained that these postcards had no instrumental
value, such as “save the date” cards that would normally go
on the refrigerator.

Form and Curation

One way to examine the value people placed on these
materialized elements of their virtual archive was to
understand how they engaged with, and made use of, the
postcards. In their original form as email messages, none of
the snippets were particularly important to its owner. Each
of the emails represented a single message within a large,
unwieldy collection of virtual information. As has been
noted by previous work, it is immensely difficult to manage
and derive real value from one’s email archive given the
scale and breadth of that archive [57].

Although participants viewed some of the postcards more
like unfamiliar intrusions rather than treasured artifacts, this
did not diminish the findings, but rather helped us to
classify which messages were more or less meaningful. In
this way participants' evaluations helped us determine the
categories of important messages as described above.

In contrast to the activities that a person might undertake
with their email archive on a daily basis, our probe
reframed how a person engages with the contents of that
archive. That is, the probe provided participants with an
opportunity to reflect on a single, disconnected piece of
their larger archive. When the snippet arrived as a material
postcard, the fact that it was in their hand forced them to

After the Postcards
Considering the Archive

At the end of the study, a few participants spoke to us about
how being a part of the study had lead them to consider
changing their email archiving practices. P6 mentioned
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becoming “…aware of how I see [my email archive] as sort
of a burden.” She talked about possibly creating a new
email account and making a fresh start with building a more
manageable archive. This exposes that some parts of the
archive are indeed meaningful, even if all of the messages
that are “worth keeping” may not be. Nevertheless, none of
the participants claimed they viewed their email archive as
more valuable at the end of the three months. This is not
unexpected, as material possession attachment research
shows changes in perception of value happen over many
years and through repeated use [2].

DISCUSSION

Interaction designers bring together elements, resources,
and interactions meant to trigger personally meaningful
experiences, and sometimes they do this by mining a user’s
collection of virtual possessions. Prior research indicates
that people can see their virtual possessions as being less
valuable than their material possessions. The spaceless,
placeless, and formless aspects of these immaterial things
provide new utility while paradoxically undermining lasting
value [38]. By not being present in the physical world,
virtual artifacts provide fewer opportunities to encounter,
curate, and reflect on the meaning of the individual items or
the entire collection [20]. We examined how manifesting an
archived email snippet as a postcard might enable people to
re-experience their virtual collections. This physical artifact
invited people to engage with their virtual archives in a new
way and allowed users to talk about their virtual
possessions in a more critical light.

To get a sense of the conscious value people placed on their
extant archive, we asked participants if they would look
through their email if the entire record was printed out in
book form. Only P4 would, and she had the smallest email
archive. However, if we printed out only a small subset of
their personal messages, all except P1 reported that they
would look at it. Similarly, P3 even considered printing out
a few selected emails to save in a memory box.

Our findings also indicate that people have strong positive
regard for materialized possessions when those artifacts
have specific features: they carry a context, they remind
people of cherished moments or relationships, or they
remind people of transformative experiences in their life.
Requiring people to curate these materialized emails
provided a new way for participants to view and assess the
relative value captured in their personal virtual archive.
Moving forward, creating meaningful virtual objects may
rely on designs that leverage contextual data in order to
create a coherent connection to people’s personal histories.

We also saw that our participants were quite unaware of the
contents of their email archives. On reflection, P5 noted
that his archived contained things he had forgotten since
high school. P7 was surprised by how much of his archive
was of little value. In the beginning of the study, P4 was
sure that the majority of her email archive was saved
recipes and messages from when she was traveling. By the
end of the study, she decided those two categories of
messages must have taken up only a third of her archive,
and that nearly half of it must have been nothing more than
bills, receipts, bank statements, and saved contact
information. In addition, many were surprised by the list of
frequent correspondents, especially by how many of those
correspondents were mailing lists or otherwise not humans.
Although the probe may not have changed how our
participants considered the value of their email archives,
these findings indicate that it would be worthwhile to
explore how materializing aspects of one’s virtual archives
may change how people interact with those materials.

Struggle to Trigger Meaningful Reflection

The probe succeeded in engaging participants to discuss the
meaningfulness of their email archive, however participants
did not feel that the postcards shifted their sense of value
for this archive. Given our goal to investigate how changes
in form and behavior of virtual possessions can increase
perceptions of value, in this section we reflect on this
design issue and how our experience with the probes has
shaped our understanding of how to engage with this issue.
The postcards we sent to participants often lacked enough
context of any previous relationship, event, activity, or life
stage to trigger meaningful reflection. This is in line with
research from the archival sciences [17, 29], but here it
suggests avenues for future research. For example, this
evokes questions regarding how system designers can
discover critical aspects of context within an archive and
how designs can more effectively communicate this to
users. Similarly, it highlights the need for systems designers
to be judicious about where context should and should not
be included. It allows us to reflect on the ways in which
people are unresponsive when prompted to reflect.
Additionally, when considered in contrast to prior work in
this area [35], this work emphasizes the importance of the
form of the physical representation of some virtual
possession. In this study, information was materialized as
postcards. For the most part, participants did not treasure

Privacy Concerns

Although not a formal area of research for the current
study, we anticipated participants would have concerns with
the privacy of their emails, particularly since we planned to
select snippets without their input and send them as a
postcard that could be read by many before reaching their
hand. We assured them that we would check each postcard
before sending it, to avoid sending out credit card numbers
or other sensitive information. We were surprised that we
encountered no resistance save one participant who
expressed mild discomfort in the first interview. This might
be a selection effect; people who are more concerned about
privacy might not have signed up to participate. However, it
might indicate that participants either do not know what is
in their archives or do not feel their archives hold things of
private value that need to be protected.
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these postcards and did not integrate them into areas of their
home where valued objects were kept or displayed. Despite
the analogy one could make between an email and a letter
or postcard, it is clear that this functional similarity did not
serve the goal of fostering value creation. Given that, future
research could investigate how best to adapt physical
artifacts to represent and foster attachment to particular
types of digital information.

or even creating new content that carries the same types of
features. To add value to a virtual collection, it may be
necessary to better facilitate the personal processes through
which people attach meaning to their possessions.
Providing Value Through Curating Virtual Collections

Dispossession is a critical process for value construction
with material things. People must continually reevaluate an
item’s worth when they acquire new material things.
However, the spaceless quality of virtual things makes it
easy to never engage in dispossession and, thus, to never
reevaluate an item’s worth. We suspect that this repeated
reengagement and reevaluation of things may be a critical
activity in constructing value for things, and the fact that
this so rarely happens with virtual possessions may be a
major factor reducing their ability to accrue value.

Regarding directions for future research, this work
articulates a number of considerations regarding the design
of the physical object and the information selected or
contained within the resulting artifact. The materialized
items must have clear connections to time, place,
relationship, event, or life stage. In addition, researchers
need to acknowledge the originating media from which the
data is extracted. Features of the materialized artifact
should be individually considered as either direct
representations of the individual’s life, or else signposts that
orient the individual toward the type of experience the
material represents. For example, postcard senders select
specific images for people and often connect the image to
the meaning of the message they share. Our probe could
have avoided disorienting participants by better selecting
images that support the intention of the sent email message.

In addition to the spaceless quality of virtual possessions
not catalyzing reevaluation, curation, and dispossession, the
interaction design of most digital communication systems
tends to guide people away from these kinds of activities. In
other words, that these systems often direct people to
advance to the next new message reinforces passive
archiving of mundane content. Our postcards interrupted
this practice by placing a proxy of an email into a
participant’s hand, forcing them to decide, even
temporarily, where to place this thing. These interrelated
aspects of large quantities of mundane content and lack of
reevaluation may individually or even collectively
contribute to people’s current beliefs that their virtual
possessions are less valuable. There is a clear opportunity to
investigate designing interactive systems that actively
subvert this process by reversing those capabilities and
requiring users to take a more active role in the organization
of their virtual collections.

Features of Common, Meaningful Virtual Possessions

At the beginning of the study, several participants
expressed the belief that their email archive held little
value. Some participants, such as P6, were overwhelmed to
discover the amount of messages in their archive, many of
which she did not find valuable. She was ready to abandon
the archive in order to start fresh with a new email account
to better curate her meaningful emails. This arguably
drastic response indicates that the email archive could be
seen as valuable if its meaningful messages were more
salient. In our results, we found that it is not as easy as just
pulling archived messages from important people to the
forefront. People want to see messages that remind them of
an important relationship, a memorable life stage, or a
transformative event. However, these features are not
sufficient for providing value to the user. In failing to
provide enough context, our probe demonstrated that users
must be able to reconstruct the story which surrounds
individual elements of the archive.

CONCLUSION

In this study, we designed, implemented, and deployed a
technology probe to better understand what people value in
virtual archives. In the process of rendering email snippets
as postcards and mailing them to people, we discovered that
people most often like to reflect on important people,
events, and humor. However, virtual possessions can easily
be experienced out of context, which obscures their value.
Findings also revealed how people fail to continually
reengage with and reevaluate their virtual things, which can
lead to meaningful messages being “lost.” Based on these
findings, we proposed that encouraging archive curation
and the compilation of virtual possessions of different types
into unique new assemblies could open up new value
construction activities. In this way, designers could take
advantage
of
virtual
possessions’
spacelessness,
placelessness, and formlessness, while still enabling
meaningful, unique, and self-determined experiences as
people’s life stories evolve and virtual archives evolve, over
time and into the future.

Email, like many virtual archives, can swell in size in
nearly undetectable or unnoticeable ways. Often only those
items that have utility on the day they arrive stand out as
valuable. All messages, no matter what their expected
future value is, are stored in the same place. Future research
might attempt to draw from these findings to support the
saliency of uniquely personal messages as they arrive, i.e.,
those that carry the potential for future value. As these more
significant messages accumulate, and eventually reappear
as tools for reflection, the challenge would then be to
provide sufficient context. This process may involve
finding the meaningful aspects of a person’s virtual archive,
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